Background. Quantitative myocardial PET perfusion imaging requires partial volume corrections.
INTRODUCTION
Measuring absolute myocardial perfusion in cc/min/g at rest and stress, with absolute coronary flow reserve, is important for quantifying severity of coronary artery disease to guide management. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Percent narrowing of focal stenosis is inadequate for assessing severity or functional significance due to superposition of diffuse coronary atherosclerosis, multiple stenoses, heterogeneous remodeling, and heterogeneous endothelial dysfunction. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] These anatomic and physiologic complexities cause a weak correlation between percent stenosis, coronary flow reserve, fractional flow reserve, or absolute maximal perfusion in cc/min/g in clinical studies. 13, 14 Cardiac positron emission tomography (PET) offers noninvasive measurement of absolute myocardial perfusion in cc/min/g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 15 However, quantitative cardiac PET requires correction for partial volume loss associated with borderline reconstructed resolution for left ventricular (LV) wall thickness of 1.0 to 1.5 cm or less. Consequently, systolic images of gated cardiac PET have visually greater myocardial intensity and quantitative myocardial count density than diastolic images. 16 Quantitative myocardial activity in Bq/cc or lCi/cc of systolic images by PET is correspondingly higher than diastolic images. Lower diastolic count recovery compared to systole can produce artifactual inhomogeneity on ungated studies in normal subjects. 17 Differences between systolic and diastolic quantitative recovery of absolute myocardial activity using ECG-gated cardiac PET arise from greater partial volume loss caused by thinner diastolic LV wall thickness compared to systolic LV wall thickness. Therefore, we determined: (i) the ratio of diastolic to systolic myocardial activity on ECG-gated PET images as the partial volume loss on diastolic images relative to systolic images and corresponding partial volume correction on diastolic images relative to systolic images. (ii) The different proportional contribution of systolic-diastolic activity to whole heart cycle, ungated perfusion images for different heart rates that may change the partial volume correction for whole heart cycle ungated images. (iii) The partial volume loss and partial volume correction for Rb-82 compared to F-18 for the same phantom target sizes since positron range of Rb-82 is substantially larger than the minimal positron range of F-18. (iv) The partial volume loss and partial volume correction for Rb-82 for phantom target widths of 0.5 to 3.0 cm that include the range of systolic and diastolic left ventricular wall thicknesses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Patients
We studied patients undergoing diagnostic myocardial perfusion rest-dipyridamole PET for potential coronary artery disease (CAD) or follow-up imaging at the Weatherhead PET Center for Preventing and Reversing Atherosclerosis of University of Texas Medical School-Houston and Memorial Hermann Hospital. All subjects signed a clinical informed consent approved by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects of University of Texas Health Science Center and Memorial Hermann Hospital.
PET Acquisition Protocol
Patients were instructed to fast for 4 hours and abstain from caffeine, theophylline, and cigarettes for 24 hours. Cardiac PET was performed using a Discovery ST 16-slice PETcomputed tomography (CT) multislice bismuth germanate tomograph (GE Healthcare) in two-dimensional mode with extended septa and settings for theoretical in-plane resolution of 5.9 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) as defined by NEMA standards in GE Discovery 16 slice PET-CT operations manual. However, reconstruction parameters and filters used clinically for cardiac PET-CT substantially reduce this resolution such that direct verification of quantifying activity for a range of target dimensions is essential.
Patients were positioned in the scanner using laser guides aligned to base of the throat and confirmed by CT scout scan. External body markers were used to ensure correct positioning throughout data acquisition. Emission images were obtained over 6 minutes after intravenous injection of 1,295-1,850 MBq (35-50 mCi) of generator-produced Rb-82 and contained 24-60 million total counts, of which 12-30 million were true coincidence counts.
Immediately after completing resting Rb-82 scan, dipyridamole (0.142 mg/kg/min) was infused for 4 minutes. Four minutes after completion of dipyridamole infusion, the same dose of Rb-82 was given intravenously. Emission image acquisition was started at 70 seconds (or 80 seconds for patients with heart failure or heart rates below 55 beats per minute, bpm) after beginning Rb-82 infusion. For dipyridamole-induced angina, aminophylline (125 mg) was given intravenously.
True coincidence counts were divided into eight equalsized temporal R-R bins by ECG gating. CT scans for attenuation correction were acquired before rest emission imaging and after stress emission imaging. Protocols for CT acquisition, custom software to align PET emission and CT attenuation, data acquisition, processing and quantification of cardiac PET are as previously reported.
18-25
Image Reconstruction
Images were reconstructed using filtered back projection with a Butterworth filter having a cutoff of 0.55, roll-off of 10, and pixel size of 3.27 9 3.27 mm. After attenuation correction, reconstructed PET emission images in DICOM format with quantitative header data were exported to an Ultra 60 workstation (Sun Microsystems) of an mPower-HZL PET scanner (Positron Corporation) running CARDIAC version 4.66 software for reorientation into long-and short-axis tomographic and topographic three-dimensional displays using previously described quantitative software. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Three-dimensional restructuring algorithm generates true short-and long-axis views from reconstructed PET transaxial cardiac images, perpendicular and parallel to long axis of left ventricle. From tomographic data, circumferential profiles of maximum radial activity for each short axis slice are used to reconstruct three-dimensional topographic views of entire LV and lateral, inferior, septal, and anterior quadrant views of three-dimensional topographic displays corresponding to coronary artery distributions as previously described. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Quantitative PET Image Analysis Absolute activity recovered by the GE scanner was computed by converting raw counts to activity in Bq/cc and lCi/cc using a linear calibrated GE-to-Positron conversion program validated by comparing PET measured F-18 activity in 8 and 20 cm cylindrical phantoms decay corrected from well counter quantification, imaged and quantified in the GE PET-CT compared to exported data quantified on the Positron workstation. Of 8 ECG-gated R-R bins, bins 3 and/or 4 after start of QRS complex were taken as systole and remaining bins 1, 2, 4, or 5 through 8 were taken as diastole based on those bin images best bracketing systole visually for each case. In some instances, bin 3 or 4 alone bracketed systole completely. Images representing diastole, systole, and both diastole plus systole added together as whole heart cycle images were decay corrected and converted to absolute activity in Bq/cc and lCi/cc in 1 second. A ratio image of systolic to diastolic activity was also created.
Ejection fraction was computed by semi-automated, endocardial-epicardial border tracking algorithm of Emory Toolbox program. 26 LV diastolic dimension was computed using a mid-cavity slice from circumferential profiles used to reconstruct three-dimensional topographic views of the ventricle during diastolic bins.
Relative Duration of Systole and Diastole for Heart Rate
Body-mass index in units of kg/m 2 was computed as weight divided by square of height measured at PET imaging. Heart rate was determined from 12-lead stress test ECG monitor and recorded log at beginning of image acquisition and was constant throughout short image acquisition times for Rb-82. An additional 3-lead monitor was used for ECG gating of PET images.
The reported relationship between heart rate and proportion of R-R interval spent in systole 27 used the following formulae:
where heart rate is in beats per minute (bpm). Alternatively, the more simplistic assumption that 1/3 of the R-R interval represents systole (RR sys = 1/3) and 2/3 of R-R interval represents diastole (RR dia = 2/3), independent of heart rate, was also examined.
Partial Volume Correction and Relative Systolic Diastolic Duration
If cardiac PET images had no partial volume loss (partial volume correction = 1.0), diastolic and systolic myocardial absolute activity in lCi/cc would be identical. Total partial volume correction for combined systolic and diastolic image (ungated whole cycle images) depends on partial volume correction (or partial volume loss) for diastole (D pvc ), on partial volume correction for systole (S pvc ), and on the relative proportion or fraction of R-R interval spent in systole (RR sys ) and diastole (RR dia ). Total partial volume correction (T pvc ) is therefore given by:
As a first step, the diastolic partial volume correction relative to systole is determined by arbitrarily setting the systolic partial volume correction S pvc & 1.0, to be corrected as appropriate in a second step. Thus, diastolic partial volume correction relative to systole is then given by systolic/diastolic ratio of absolute activity (AA s/d ). Total partial volume correction equation relative to a systolic partial volume correction of 1.0 then becomes:
This first step of the analysis is necessary to quantify on clinical gated PET perfusion images the systolic-diastolic differences and the diastolic partial volume correction relative to systole.
The next steps of the analysis require (i) measuring partial volume loss and partial volume correction from activity profiles of different phantom target sizes of known widths and activity concentrations for both Rb-82 and F-18 to define separate and combined effects of positron range and spreading function of reconstructed images on partial volume loss over target sizes comparable to left ventricular wall thicknesses, here 0.5 to 3 cm widths (ii) from these profiles, determine partial volume loss for systolic wall thickness due to positron range and spreading function of reconstructed images (iii) combine or integrate diastolic partial volume correction based on ECG-gated PET images with systolic partial volume correction based on peak values of phantom activity profiles.
Theoretical Effects of Rb-82 Positron Range, Partial Volume Loss and Physical Target Dimensions
Positron range of Rb-82 averages 2 to 4 mm but ranges non-linearly up to 14 mm (Table 1) . [28] [29] [30] [31] Consequently, positrons emitted next to physical target boundaries may travel beyond and decay outside physical boundaries of the target such that activity concentration next to physical boundaries is less than in central regions that are larger than positron range with no positron activity lost to outside the physical boundaries.
Therefore, as a result of positron range, size of the radioactive target is changed as illustrated in Figure 1 . For physical target widths of 1.0 cm approximating diastolic wall thickness and 1.5 cm approximating systolic wall thickness, Figure 1 shows a simulation of these target dimensions convolved with published range distribution of Rb-82 positrons 32, 33 and then further convolved with a Gaussian spreading function for reconstructed PET images of 9 mm full width half maximum based on experimental data as described below for F-18 incorporating scanner intrinsic resolution reported as 5.9 mm 34 in addition to effects of smoothing filters. In Figure 1 , if rubidium activity is followed to 80% of its peak, it is smaller than physical boundaries of the target with lower peak activity due to positron range outside both sides of physical target boundaries. If rubidium activity is followed down to 20% of its peak, it is larger than physical boundaries of the target to the extent of positron range or longer tails outside both sides of physical target boundaries. Activity profile of Rb-82 will therefore be narrower than for F-18 at 80% of peak. The peak will be lower and partial volume loss for Rb-82 will be larger than for F-18 for targets of 1 to 2 cm wide characteristic of left ventricular wall thickness at or below the limits of scanner resolution for 100% recovery of peak target activity.
This theoretical simulation was then compared to measured activity recovery from phantoms of comparable dimensions filled with Rb-82 for determining the final composite partial volume correction accounting for both Rb-82 range and spreading function of reconstructed images.
Phantom Studies
A tree-like phantom (Mullani ''tree'' phantom) with angled branches of varying widths, machined 4 cm deep, illustrated in Figure 2 35 was scanned after being filled by F-18 and separately by Rb-82 with activity precisely measured by well counter, or a fresh rubidium infusion system, in known volume with precisely timed decay correction starting from well counter or infusion system measurement to imaging. On images of the tree phantom filled with Rb-82 or F-18, activity profiles were obtained using a round region of interest (ROI) of 0.85 mm radius where viewing software interpolates the 3.27 mm isotropic raw data. This ROI was stepped perpendicular to each ''tree'' branch across it in 0.85 mm steps for the 3.0, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, and 0.5 cm wide branches of the tree phantom. Recovered activity in each ROI was determined by converting raw counts to activity in Bq/cc and lCi/cc using the GE commercial calibration confirmed by a linear calibrated conversion formula validated in prior 8.0 and 20.0 cm diameter cylindrical phantoms filled with known activity of F-18 by well counter.
For each small ROI on the tree phantom, the ratio of ROI recovered activity to true peak activity (ROI/true peak) was measured as the partial volume loss. Peak scanner measured activity per cc in the central 3.0 cm branch or trunk of the tree phantom was slightly higher than calculated activity concentration for both Rb-82 and for F-18 due to underestimation of decay correction from well counter measurement for F-18 or from generator infusion of Rb-82 into mixing beaker, to filling the tree phantom without bubbles, to positioning and to imaging. Consequently, peak scanner measured activity in the ROI of 0.85 mm radius located in the central 3.0 cm arm was used as true peak activity in Bq/cc or lCI/cc for determining the ratio of measured ROI activity to true peak activity for all other ROI measurements for all other locations across all the branches of the tree phantom (ROI/true peak).
Combined Diastolic Partial Volume Corrections and Phantom Data
Diastolic partial volume correction compared to systole on ECG-gated images may underestimate partial volume correction for the whole heart cycle images to the extent of any partial volume loss for systolic images. Systolic partial volume loss and partial volume correction was determined from peak values of activity profiles across different sized branches of the tree phantom within the published range of systolic wall thicknesses ( Table 2 ). This systolic partial volume correction based on peak activity concentration of tree phantom activity profiles was then used in Eq. 3 above with the diastolic partial volume correction from ECG-gated PET images and relative systolic diastolic time intervals to calculate partial volume correction for quantitative myocardial uptake of the whole heart cycle ungated images.
Statistical Methods
All statistical tests were performed using STATA version 10.1 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas). Continuous variables are expressed as mean ± standard deviation and were compared using the t test. Paired data was compared using paired t test. All applicable tests were two-tailed, and a P \ .05 was taken as cutoff for statistical significance. Figure 3A illustrates tomographic views of relative myocardial activity in diastole and systole scaled to maximum activity of the entire image data set. Systolic images have 18% more activity than diastolic images in this example when systolic and diastolic images are normalized or scaled to same maximum activity. Although myocardial activity is the same in diastole and systole, diastolic images appear to have less activity and more heterogeneity than systolic images due to greater partial volume loss caused by thinner LV wall during Figure 3 . Diastolic and systolic PET images of Rb-82. A PET tomographic views of relative myocardial activity in diastole and systole scaled relative to maximum activity of entire data set (100%). Systolic images have 18% more activity than diastolic images in this example when systolic and diastolic images are normalized or scaled to the same maximum activity. B PET tomographic views of absolute myocardial activity in kBq/cc, where diastole and systole are normalized to their own maximum that is scaled to the separate maximum kBq/cm 3 of diastole (133.2) and systole (156.9). Since diastolic and systolic images are scaled to their own maximum, images look similar other than the smaller systolic LV cavity but the absolute quantitative scale defines quantitative differences.
RESULTS
Diastolic Partial Volume Loss Relative to Systolic Images on ECG-Gated Images
diastole. Figure 3B shows this same data set converted to absolute activity in kBq/cc where diastole and systole are separately normalized to their own maximum that is scaled to the separate maximum kBq/cc of diastole and systole by Positron quantitative software. Since diastolic and systolic images are scaled to their own maximum, the images look similar other than smaller systolic LV cavity size but different absolute quantitative scale for diastole and systole defines quantitative differences.
A total of 159 patient studies produced 105 paired (rest and stress) images and 54 individual (rest or stress) images for a total of 264 PET acquisitions, all without atrial fibrillation and majority with normal (C55%) ejection fraction (220 of 264 acquisitions). Only 4 studies had ejection fraction (EF) \40%, and no study had EF \34%. Patients were selected from the entire spectrum of coronary artery disease, including asymptomatic patients for screening, stable or unstable angina, past myocardial infarction, second opinions, or patients appropriate for revascularization procedures. Table 3 shows clinical and imaging parameters for all PET acquisitions. Activity recovery in systole is higher (1.90 lCi/cc) compared to diastole (1.57 lCi/cc), P \ .0001 for a difference of 0.32 ± 0.13 lCi/cc. Average partial volume correction factor is 1.14 for assumed 1/3 systolic and 2/3 diastolic fractions of RR interval regardless of heart rate. Alternatively, average partial volume correction adjusted for systolic-diastolic fractions at different heart rates for each image is also 1.14 with a slight statistical difference (difference = 0.004 ± 0.056, P \ .0001). Therefore, partial volume corrections with and without accounting for individual heart rates for each image are identical for clinical purposes. Table 4 computes theoretical partial volume correction relative to systole having no partial volume loss over a wide range of heart rates using the average systolic/diastolic activity ratio from Table 3 . Partial volume correction remains similar regardless of heart rate even at extremes of 45 and 100 bpm that show 1.8% ([1.16-1.14]/1.16) or ([1.14-1.12]/1.14) over or under partial volume correction at an intermediate heart rate of 71. Therefore, it is not necessary to adjust systolic-diastolic partial volume correction for individual heart rate in each image for heart rates of 45 to 100 bpm seen with dipyridamole stress. Table 5 shows clinical and imaging parameters for all 105 paired rest and stress acquisitions. While statistically different, partial volume corrections for rest (1.14 ± 0.03) and stress (1.16 ± 0.04) are clinically comparable, within 1.8% of each other relative to systole images with no partial volume loss. Figure 4 shows the tree phantom filed with Rb-82 (Panel A) and with F-18 (Panel B), in color and in black and white display with activity scales for each. Compared to F-18, the color Rb-82 image of the phantom has comparable visual peak intensity in the 3.0 and 2.0 cm branches but lower visual peak intensity in the smaller branches. Grey scale images show broadening of Rb-82 images compared to F-18 due to greater positron range of Rb-82. Solid narrow lines show paths of the round ROI of 0.85 mm radius stepped across each branch in 0.85 mm increments perpendicular to it. The small rectangular ROI is 1 cm tall in scanner space as a size reference corresponding to the 1 cm physical width of the 1.0 cm wide phantom branch. Figure 5 shows activity profiles across the 3.0, 2.0, 1.5, and 1.0 cm dimensions of the tree phantom. The maximum for the Rb-82 scale is 184.630 Bq/cc (4.99 lCi/cc) and for the F-18 scale 498,202 Bq/cc (13.46 lCi/cc) that is the true activity, decreases from which in each ROI are due to partial volume loss expressed as the ratio of ROI/true peak. For the 3 cm wide dimension of the tree phantom, peak activity of both radionuclides is the same with the ratio of PET measured to true peak (ROI/true peak) of 1.0. However, the Rb-82 profile has narrower peak activity within the 3.0 cm physical dimension and is broader with more tails of activity outside the phantom dimensions due to the positron range of Rb-82, as predicted by the simulation in Figure 1 . For the 2.0 cm wide branch, peak activity of Rb-82 is 4% lower than true peak activity compared to 0.4% for F-18 (Table 6 ) due to the radioactive size of the 2.0 cm branch at peak being smaller for Rb-82 than for F-18 due to positron range, with a corresponding 4% partial volume loss for Rb-82 versus only 0.4% for F-18. For the 1.5 cm wide branch, the true peak Rb-82 activity is 12.3% lower than the true peak activity and the peak F-18 peak activity is 5.3% lower than true peak activity (Table 6 ). Consequently, Rb-82 has greater partial volume loss associated with the smaller peak radioactive target width due to its large positron range that is proportionately greater for 1.5 cm than for larger dimensions.
Partial Volume Correction Over a Wide Range of Heart Rates
Rest Versus Stress Images
Activity Profiles for Phantom Dimensions for F-18 and Rb-82
For the 1.0 cm wide branch, peak radioactive Rb-82 target is proportionately still smaller than physical target dimensions due to positron range and associated partial volume loss is 30.9% for Rb-82 compared to 20.4% for F-18. Finally, for the 0.5 cm branch, partial volume loss for Rb-82 is 51.2% compared to 42.4% for F-18 (Table 6 ). Areas under the profiles for Rb-82 and F-18 are comparable with the average ratio of area under the F-18 profile to area under the Rb-82 profile being 0.97 ± 0.03 for the 0.5 to 3.0 cm phantom dimensions.
Positron range of F-18 is small, approximately 0.36 mm (Table 1) . Since positron range for F-18 is small, deconvolution of F-18 profiles to fit each phantom dimension gives the composite spreading function for reconstructed images that includes intrinsic scanner resolution and effects of smoothing filters, here assumed to be a Gaussian with a full width half maximum value of 9 mm based on the experimental data. Theoretically predicted partial volume corrections for Rb-82 and F-18 were determined by convolving the phantom dimension with the published range distribution for Rb-82 that was further convolved with the composite spreading function for reconstructed images, as illustrated in Figure 1 . These predicted partial volume corrections were then compared to those determined from direct peak activity measurements from the phantoms for each radionuclide, Figure 6 . Figure 6 graphs measured partial volume corrections versus target size for Rb-82 and F-18 illustrating that partial volume correction for Rb-82 averages 7.2% (Table 6 ) more than F-18 for the 0.5 to 1.5 cm targets due to Rb-82 positron range. Grid lines provide estimates of partial volume corrections for intermediate sizes among the primary dimensions at which measurements were made. Dashed lines indicate theoretically predicted relation from the simulation illustrated in Figure 1 .
Since partial volume correction for F-18 for the 1.5 to 3.0 cm phantom dimension is essentially 1.0 (Table 6) , the F-18 data for phantom dimensions serves as an approximate reference for partial volume corrections without the positron range of Rb-82. Therefore, comparison of Rb-82 with F-18 provides the approximate effects of Rb-82 positron range for the same scanner with same settings, same spreading function of reconstructed images and same physical target dimensions.
Combined Diastolic Systolic and Phantom Partial Volume Corrections for Clinical PET
From Table 6 , partial volume loss for a systolic dimension of 1.5 cm for Rb-82 is 12.3%. From Table 3 , average diastole partial volume loss compared to systole is 21%. Therefore, total diastolic partial volume loss with a 1.5 cm systolic LV wall thickness would be an additional 21% more than the 12.3% partial volume loss of the systolic wall thickness, for a total diastolic partial volume loss of 33.3%. In comparison, partial volume loss for Rb-82 for the 1.0 cm dimension of the phantom that approximates diastolic wall thickness is 31%.
Partial volume loss for the whole heart cycle for diastolic partial volume loss of 33.3% and systolic partial volume loss of 12.3% for a 1.5 cm systolic LV wall thickness can then determined for the proportional duration of systole and diastole from Eq. 3 above: T pvc = RR sys 9 S pvc ? RR dia 9 D pvc .
From Table 3 , for a systolic duration of 0.34 and diastolic duration of 0.66, the whole heart cycle partial volume correction for ungated images is T pvc = (0.34)(1.123) ? (0.66)(1.333) = 0.382 ? 0.88 = 1.26. Similarly, whole heart cycle partial volume corrections for can be made for different systolic wall thicknesses including thin-walled dilated hearts if systolic wall thickness is measured.
This systolic diastolic PET method for determining diastolic partial volume correction relative to systole and the phantom-based systolic partial volume corrections for systolic dimensions require that quantitative myocardial radionuclide uptake be determined as the peak value along a radius outward from the center of the left ventricle on short axis tomographic slices, as done in our software described above, corresponding to peak activities of the phantom profiles upon which partial volume corrections are based.
DISCUSSION
Our results support several conclusions. First, positron range of Rb-82 is large enough to alter radioactive target dimensions at peak activity and partial volume corrections for Rb-82 are somewhat greater than for F-18 that has a small positron range. Second, partial volume corrections with and without accounting for individual heart rates for each image are identical for clinical purposes for the range of heart rates seen with dipyridamole stress. Third, partial volume corrections for rest and stress PET perfusion images are clinically comparable. Fourth, this method combining diastolicsystolic activity differences and phantom data is applicable to any calibrated scanner and for a range of measured or assumed systolic wall thicknesses to define partial volume correction for whole heart cycle ungated images. Fifth, using MRI, CT, or ECHO to obtain physical dimensions as the basis for partial volume corrections does not account for positron range of Rb-82 that substantially reduces peak radioactive target size for objects 1.5 cm or less that makes partial volume loss greater than expected based on physical dimension only. Our systolic-diastolic method accounts for positron range since both systole and diastole are equally affected by positron range.
These findings enable robust recovery of absolute myocardial activity necessary for quantitative perfusion Figure 5 . Activity profiles across different sized branches of the tree phantom for Rb-82 and F-18 expressed as the ratio of peak PET measured activity in the small ROI to true peak activity (ROI/ true peak) for each phantom dimension. but with limitations and qualification outlined below. This method combining diastolic-systolic differences and phantom data may in principle be applied to an individual with specific individual regional systolic left ventricular wall size, thickening and heart rate at rest and stress for determining a specific individual whole heart cycle partial volume correction for quantifying myocardial radionuclide uptake on ungated images. However, for routine clinical application in our lab, individually determined partial volume corrections are comparable to average values determined for the 264 PET studies reported here with an acceptable narrow standard deviation. Therefore, we use this average value as a single fixed partial volume correction for all patients except that dilated, thin walled, poorly contracting hearts are undergoing further study for individualized application of our method. While not tested, our method should be applicable for reconstructed images by ordered subset expectation maximization (OSEM).
Comparison to Existing Literature
Systolic-diastolic activity differences have been used to estimate systolic wall thickening by gated PET. 16 However, if scanner resolution and quantitative recovery were optimal, systolic, and diastolic activity would be identical with no relation to systolic wall thickening. Therefore, empirical correlation of systolicdiastolic activity with wall thickening 16 reflects a characteristic of the scanner rather than a true physiological measurement. To the extent that systolic-diastolic activity parallels wall thickening, it also reflects systolic-diastolic partial volume differences and partial volume corrections not addressed in prior papers.
Several alternative methods have been used to account for partial volume effects in cardiac PET imaging. Some have utilized anatomic information from other imaging modalities, such as echocardiography, magnetic resonance imaging, or CT to develop geometric models for partial volume correction incorporated into quantitative flow models. However, these approaches do not account for the positron range of Rb-82 that reduce peak activity target size sufficiently to alter partial volume corrections for target dimensions of 1.5 cm or smaller. In principle, these anatomic imaging modalities could be used with data of Table 6 or Figure 6 or comparable corrections for positron range to obtain correct partial volume corrections.
A popular model by Hutchins for PET partial volume correction incorporates an additional variable into the compartmental flow models. 36 While the Hutchins model offers the advantage of not assuming partial volume corrections beforehand, it simultaneously offers the disadvantage of an additional parameter that must be fit and could therefore destabilize the model. The flow model we use clinically offers greater stability at the price of less flexibility by demanding that the aortic and myocardial partial volume corrections be entered explicitly. 15 
Limitations of the Study
A sub-analysis of 12 patients with EF of 43% or lower, ranging 34 to 43, average 39.8 ± 1.8, had systolic/ diastolic activity ratio of 1.17 ± 0.05 that is somewhat lower than the 1.21 ± 0.06 (Table 3) for all patients, as expected for less LV wall thickening. Diastolic-systolic partial volume correction for diastolic images determined by PET imaging could be added to systolic partial volume correction determined by measured systolic wall thickness by ECHO, MRI, or CT with its corresponding partial volume correction from Figure 6 that includes effects of rubidium positron range and comparable spreading function of reconstructed images.
However, we have not tested this approach for thinwalled regions of the left ventricle, for reduced systolic wall thickening, or with anatomic measurements of left ventricular wall thickness by other imaging modalities. PET scanners with different reconstruction filters, or different resolutions will require calibration by phantoms with dimensions comparable to the tree phantom used in this study.
Other high energy positron emitters, such as oxygen-15 with longer range than F-18 may also require larger partial volume corrections than expected based on physical target dimensions alone. Finally, greater positron range in lung air space next to myocardium has an unknown effect not addressed here.
CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrates that positron range of Rb-82 is accounted for in a robust method for partial volume corrections in quantitative cardiac PET based on systolic/diastolic ratios of absolute activity of ECG-gated perfusion images for diastolic partial volume correction combined with systolic partial volume correction from phantom activity profiles for dimensions comparable to systolic LV wall thickness. Average resting diastolic partial volume correction relative to systole was 1.14 ± 0.04, independent of heart rate and within ±1.8% of stress images (1.16 ± 0.04). Diastolic partial volume correction based on the systolic/diastolic activity ratio combined with systolic partial volume correction from phantom data for dimensions comparable to systolic LV wall thickness gave an average whole heart cycle partial volume correction for ungated images of 1.23 for Rb-82 compared to 1.14 if positron range were negligible as for F-18.
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